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ABSTRACT

A digital automatic dewaxing method of Raman spectral im-
ages acquired on paraffin-embedded human skin biopsies
is proposed in this paper. This method is based on pre-
processing steps specific to Raman spectra, on the estimation
of the paraffin spectra by the Principal Component Analy-
sis (PCA) and Independent Component Analysis (ICA), and
on the estimation of the paraffin concentrations by the Non-
negatively Constrained Least Squares (NCLS) method. The
proposed method allows the automatic extraction of skin sig-
natures which depend on the acquisition points. By this way,
further classification of a skin biopsy into tumoral, peritu-
moral and normal zones should be possible.

1. INTRODUCTION

Raman spectroscopy is an optical vibrational technique
based on the interaction between an exciting laser light and
a sample to be analyzed. Incident photons coming from the
laser are absorbed by the sample. A small part of their en-
ergy is dissipated by vibrations of the sample and the rest is
returned as scattered photons. The scattered photons are in-
formative about the vibrational states of the sample. Thus
Raman spectroscopy is an investigative tool of the molecular
composition and the structure of the sample.

The analysis of a sample is based on the investigation of a
Raman spectrum that is a recording of intensities of scattered
light. Recorded spectra are usually expressed according to
the wavenumber shift (generally with the unity cm−1) that is
the inverse of the wavelength shift between the incident laser
light and the scattered light. A Raman spectrum can be seen
as a signal composed of peaks or bands for which the posi-
tions, intensities, widths and shapes are informative about the
molecular composition and structure of the analyzed sample.

Raman spectroscopy has been widely applied especially
for biomedical studies such as human skin characterization
[1], cancer [2] and atherosclerosis [3] diagnosis, etc. In vitro
Raman analysis are realized on frozen or dewaxed paraffin-
embedded biopsies. Paraffin is commonly used to preserve
samples from decay, but has an intense Raman signature that
prevents the study of the underlying tissue. A preliminary
chemical dewaxing step, which is not totally efficient and can
alter the sample [4], is usually applied to remove the paraffin.
An alternative digital solution based on Independent Compo-
nent Analysis (ICA) of Raman spectra has been developed
recently [5, 6]. Digital pre-processing steps specific to Ra-

man spectra have also been proposed in order to enhance the
results of this digital dewaxing method [7, 8].

This method supposes an homogenous tissue and allows
to extract three paraffin sources and a single spectrum of the
underlying tissue per biopsy, which can be informative about
the tumoral state of the biopsy [6]. This method thus achieves
a global numerical dewaxing since only one spectrum of the
tissue is estimated per biopsy. However, the Raman spectrum
of the underlying tissue can vary from one acquisition point
to another and it is primordial to estimate the tissue spec-
trum in each acquisition point. For example, a human skin
biopsy can be composed of tumoral, peritumoral and normal
portions of skin. Thus it is a challenge to be able to discrim-
inate between these states by having access uniquely at the
spectral information of the tissue in each acquisition point.

The aim of this paper is to propose a new procedure to
automatically estimate the biopsy spectrum in each measure-
ment point, i.e. to completely dewax a Raman spectral image
by achieving a local numerical dewaxing (e.g. by dewaxing
each acquired spectrum). The ICA is still applied in order to
estimate the 3 paraffin sources from the spectra acquired on
a paraffin-embedded biopsy [5]. Then the paraffin contribu-
tion is estimated and subtracted in each acquisition point by
a Nonnegatively Constrained Least Squares (NCLS) method,
which has been chosen among other methods for its simple
implementation and the positivity constraint it imposes on
estimated concentrations.

The reminder of this paper is organized as follows: sec-
tion 2 presents a biomedical example in order to illustrate the
application of the proposed method. Section 3 deals with the
general scheme developed to automatically and digitally de-

wax paraffin-embedded samples. The 4th section presents the
results obtained on the paraffin embedded skin biopsy. The
last section concludes the paper.

2. BIOMEDICAL APPLICATION

The study has been realized on a 4.1× 4.9 mm2 and 10 µm
thin section of formalin-fixed paraffin-embedded human skin
biopsy deposited on a CaF2 slide. This type of slide has
been chosen because its spectral signature is composed of
a unique Raman peak around 325 cm−1. This peak being out
of the recorded spectral range does not interfere with the Ra-
man signature of the analyzed sample. A Labram microspec-
trometer equipped with a near infrared excitation wavelength
of 785 nm delivered by a titanium-sapphire laser has been
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Figure 1: Example of two Raman spectra (solid and dashed
lines) recorded on a paraffin-embedded human skin biopsy
and their fluorescence background estimations (dotted lines).
The Raman features labelled with a star (∗) are attributed to
skin, while the others to paraffin.

used. One spectrum has been acquired every 100 µm in x
and y directions leading to the recording of a spectral im-
age composed of Nx = 41 spectra according to the x direc-
tion and Ny = 49 according to the y direction, i.e. a total
of Nx ×Ny = 2009 Raman spectra. Each spectrum has been
recorded in Nλ̄ = 990 different wavenumbers belonging to

the spectral range [650,1816] cm−1 with a spectral resolu-

tion of 4 cm−1. Thus, a three dimensional dataset has been
recorded, which is called a Raman spectral image, and was
unfolded to give a matrix dataset It ∈ R

2009×990.
Two examples of Raman spectra acquired on the paraffin-

embedded human skin biopsy are shown on figure 1 in
solid and dashed lines. The paraffin peaks are labelled with
their wavenumber written near them. The skin features are
marked with their wavenumber followed by a star (∗). These
wavenumbers represent the position of the maxima of the Ra-
man peaks. It can be easily seen in this figure that the skin
spectral features are completely hidden by the intense Raman
signature of paraffin. The aim is thus to digitally remove the
paraffin signal from each recorded spectrum in order to have
access to the underlying human skin Raman spectrum.

In the next section we propose a complete dewaxing pro-
cedure based on ICA and NCLS. These methods being in-
volved, data must be generated by a linear model. However,
due to biological and instrumental distortions, the recorded
data are known to be affected by non-linearities. Some spe-
cific pre-processing steps, which have been developed to ap-
proximate a linear generative model, are also included into
the dewaxing method.

3. THE DIGITAL DEWAXING PROCEDURE

The proposed digital dewaxing method is based on the suc-
cessive application of pre-processing steps and of signal pro-
cessing tools. Figure 2 presents the flowchart of the digital
dewaxing procedure. The application of the pre-processing
steps results in a dataset that can be approximately modelled
as linear and memoryless [7, 8], leading to the possible use
of linear signal processing tools such as Principal Compo-
nent Analysis (PCA) [9], ICA [9, 10] and NCLS [11].

Figure 2: Flowchart of the digital dewaxing procedure.

3.1 Removal of saturated Raman spectra

A Charge-Coupled Device (CCD) detector is characterized
by the maximal intensity of scattered light that can be
recorded. Thus, if the scattered light is too intense, the
recorded spectrum presents saturated intensities, i.e. the
spectrum has lost information. A saturated spectrum is au-
tomatically detected as having maximal intensity for several

successive wavenumbers. The dataset Î is obtained by dis-
carding the saturated spectra from It, i.e. :

Î = It(J ), (1)

where J is the subset composed of the Q1 non-saturated
spectra indexes.

The previously described recorded dataset is composed
of 95 saturated spectra, i.e. Q1 = 1914. The dataset is thus

a matrix Î ∈ R
1914×990, where each line is one non-saturated

recorded spectrum.

3.2 Correction of dark current, detector and optic re-
sponses

A noise called dark current corrupts each recorded Raman
spectrum and leads to a decrease of the signal to noise ratio.

The signal Îc recorded by the CCD detector without sample,
laser or slide is a recording of this noise.

The detector efficacy is dependent on the wavenumber.
The recorded Raman spectra are thus distorted by the detec-

tor response. An estimation Îd of this response is obtained
by recording the signal detected by the CCD without sample,
nor slide, but using a white light.

The optical system of the spectrometer has a response to
the laser light which adds to the recorded spectra. An esti-
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mation Îo of this signal can be recorded without sample, nor
slide during a normal acquisition (i.e. using the laser light).

Once these three recordings are available, their correc-
tions are computed by

Î1k = (̂Ik − Îo)⊘ (̂Id− Îc), (2)

where Îk is the kth recorded Raman spectrum (with k ∈
{1, . . . ,1914}) and ⊘ is the elementwise division operator.

3.3 Baseline removal

Due to its biological nature, fluorescence is emitted by the
biopsy. This effect is intense compared to the weak Raman
spectrum of the skin and has a nonlinear behavior from one
recorded spectrum to another.

The fluorescence baseline is traditionally modelled by
a polynomial function. Its coefficients are commonly esti-
mated by an iterative least squares scheme [12] or the min-
imization of a truncated quadratic cost function [13]. These
methods require the choice of the polynomial order by the
user. This choice is dependent of the considered application
[12]. Figure 1 presents two fluorescence backgrounds in dot-
ted lines estimated by the method developed in [13] with a
polynomial order equal to 7.

Once the fluorescence backgrounds F̂k are estimated,
they are removed by computing

Î2k = Î1k − F̂k, (3)

with k ∈ {1, . . . ,1914}.

3.4 Correction of peak misalignment

Due to the limited spectral resolution of the spectrometer,
the position of each intense Raman peak is affected by a ran-
dom shift that is different from one recorded Raman spec-
trum to another. This variability is clearly visible on figure
3(a), where two normalized to unit maximum Raman peaks
are shown around 1298 cm−1, after the correction of the dark
current, detector and optic responses and the removal of the
baseline.

To correct these local nonlinearities, a procedure of peak

alignment [7] has been applied to each spectrum Î2k to give

the spectrum Î3k. This method is based on the computation
of the intercorrelation function between a reference peak and
a peak to be aligned. The shift between these peaks is es-
timated as the abscissa that maximizes the intercorrelation
function. Then the shift is compensated by the use of the
Fourier transform properties. The misaligned peaks of fig-
ure 3(a) are shown after the correction of this nonlinearity on
figure 3(b). They are now aligned on the same wavenumber.

3.5 Correction of peak width heterogeneity

Due to the irregularity of the sample surface, the laser can be
defocused from one acquisition point to another leading to
a variability of the width of each intense Raman peak. This
local nonlinear effect is clearly visible on figure 3(b) where
the aligned and normalized peaks have different widths.

A peak width homogenization procedure has been devel-
oped in order to correct this distortion [7, 8]. A reference
peak is automatically computed as the mean of the peaks
with the largest width. Then, each peak is convolved with
a kernel that minimizes the distance with the reference. This
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Figure 3: Raman peaks around 1298 cm−1, normalized to
unit maximum: (a) obtained after the correction of dark cur-
rent, detector and optic responses and the removal of base-
line, (b) aligned by the alignment procedure, but having dif-
ferent widths, (c) aligned and having the same width by the
peak width homogenization procedure.

technique is applied to each spectrum Î3k to give the pro-

cessed spectrum Î4k. The efficacy of this method is shown
on figure 3(c) since the peaks have now approximately the
same width.

Note here that the pre-processing steps discussed in 3.4
and 3.5 need the use of a smoothing window to remove the
edge effects that might appear.

3.6 Selection of pure paraffin Raman spectra

Paraffin-embedded biopsy sections are always composed of
parts of pure paraffin, i.e. where the biopsy is not present.
These spectra are selected as those having a near zero energy
of the 1670 cm−1 Raman band, which represents uniquely a

skin feature. A submatrix Î
p
4 is thus formed from Î4 as :

Î
p
4 = Î4(K ), (4)

where K represents the subset composed of the Q2 indexes
of the acquired Raman spectra selected as purely composed

of paraffin signature. In our study, the dataset Î
p
4 is composed

of Q2 = 563 pure paraffin signatures.

3.7 Principal Component Analysis (PCA)

The PCA [9] is used here in order to realize a noise subspace
subtraction combined with a dimension reduction of the cor-
rected dataset Î

p
4 . First, Î

p
4 is centered and normalized to unit

variance to give the matrix Ī
p
4 . Then, Ī

p
4 is processed by a

Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) [6] giving:

Ī
p
4 =

Q2

∑
i=1

δiBiR
T
i = Ẑ+ N̂. (5)

where the δi are the singular values, the Bi and Ri are the

left and right singular vectors, Ẑ and N̂ are the signal and
noise subspaces.

From previous studies [5, 6], the paraffin signal subspace
has been shown as composed of M = 3 principal components.

Thus the signal and noise subspaces can be rewritten as Ẑ =

∑
M
i=1 δiBiR

T
i and N̂ = ∑

Q2
i=M+1 δiBiR

T
i .

The next step of the digital dewaxing procedure proposed

in this article being based on ICA, the denoised dataset Ẑ

must be whitened. This is realized by the SVD since the first
3 principal components R1, R2 and R3 are decorrelated so
whitened.
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3.8 Independent Component Analysis (ICA)

The aim of Blind Source Separation (BSS) is to estimate un-
known sources from observations of their mixtures modelled
in the linear case as:

Ẑ = AŜ
p
, (6)

where A is the mixing matrix and Ŝ
p is the source ma-

trix. Independent Component Analysis (ICA) is a possible
method to resolve the BSS problem by assuming that the
sources are statistically mutually independent [9, 10].

The entire recorded dataset has been shown as composed
of 4 independent sources in [6]. In this previous study, ICA
was applied on the all spectra acquired on the biopsy. The

resulting dataset Ẑ was composed of M = 4 principal com-
ponents in order to estimate 3 sources to model the paraffin
spectrum and one for the human skin spectrum. However, as
explained in the introduction, this procedure estimates only
a global skin spectrum for the all biopsy, while the molecu-
lar composition of the skin can locally vary, especially when
a tumoral tissue is analyzed. That’s why, in this paper, we

applied ICA on the subspace Ẑ of equation 5 considering
uniquely M = 3 sources in order to only estimate the paraffin
sources noted ŝ

p
1 , ŝ

p
2 and ŝ

p
3 .

In this study, the well known Joint Approximate Diago-
nalization of Eigenmatrices (JADE) algorithm [14] has been
used since it has been shown as fast and efficient for the
digital dewaxing of human skin biopsy [6]. However, other
ICA methods such as Maximal Diagonality (MD) [10], Fast
Independent Component Analysis (FastICA) [9], Maximum
Likelihood Positive Source Separation (MLPSS) [15], etc.
may be used since they give similar results [7, 8].

3.9 Nonnegatively Constrained Least Squares (NCLS)

The Nonnegatively Constrained Least Squares (NCLS)
method [11] is a spectral unmixing method that aims to es-
timate the concentrations (or abundance fractions) of known
spectral signatures into measured linear mixings of these sig-
natures. The originality of this method is to add, to a classical
least squares procedure, a positivity constraint on concentra-
tions.

In this study, the paraffin sources matrix Ŝ
p =

[̂sp1 , ŝ
p
2 , ŝ

p
3 ]T estimated by ICA is used in the NCLS algorithm

as a priori spectra of known chemical species that compose
the analyzed paraffin-embedded biopsy. The measured linear

mixing is the pre-processed dataset Î4. The positive concen-

trations Â
p = [âp

1 , â
p
2 , â

p
3 ] of these sources are estimated in

such a way that Î4 is best fitted by NCLS, i.e. Â
p minimizes

the error:

e = trace
(

(Âp
Ŝ

p− Î4)(Âp
Ŝ

p− Î4)T
)

, (7)

subject to Â
p ≥ 0.

3.10 Subtraction of the paraffin subspace

Then the paraffin subspace Îp can be estimated by

Îp = â
p
1 ŝ

p
1 + â

p
2 ŝ

p
2 + â

p
3 ŝ

p
3 . (8)

Finally, the dewaxed subspace Îdew is obtained by the

subtraction of the paraffin contribution Îp from the pre-

processed dataset Î4:

Îdew = Î4− Îp. (9)

4. RESULTS

We will present first results obtained by the dewaxing method
based uniquely on ICA. ICA has been applied on all the
recorded spectra of the biopsy after the pre-processing steps
described in sections 3.1 to 3.5. In this case a model M = 4
sources was chosen, 3 for the paraffin and one for the un-
derlying biopsy, as suggested in [6]. The sources of paraffin

(̂s
′p
1 , ŝ

′p
2 and ŝ

′p
3 ) and the one of the skin (̂s′s) have been esti-

mated at the same time as their respective concentrations â
′p
1 ,

â
′p
2 , â

′p
3 , and â

′s. Thus the paraffin subspace Î
ICA
p can be es-

timated by Î
ICA
p = â

′p
1 ŝ

′p
1 + â

′p
2 ŝ

′p
2 + â

′p
3 ŝ

′p
3 and the dewaxed

data Î
ICA
dew by Î

ICA
dew = Î4− Î

ICA
p .

Two dewaxed spectra belonging to Î
ICA
dew are plotted in

dashed lines on figure 4. The spectrum of figure 4(a) is the
dewaxed version of a spectrum which presented spectral skin
features (i.e. in a region where the skin biopsy exists), while
the one of figure 4(b) is dewaxed from a spectrum which does
not have any skin information, i.e. a spectrum recorded on
the part of the section where only the paraffin is present. Fig-
ure 4(a) clearly shows that the dewaxing by ICA is efficient
for spectra which have a contribution of skin, the information
linked with the paraffin being completely removed. Figure
4(b) shows that this method is inefficient for spectra which
are only composed of paraffin signals because it estimates
a non-existent skin spectrum. This observation can be ex-
plained as follows. When ICA is applied on the entire dataset

Î4, 4 independent sources are estimated: 3 sources of paraf-
fin and one source of skin. Modelling all acquired spectra by
4 sources will generate ghost skin features in the parts of the
dewaxed data where only a model of 3 sources must be used,
as shown on figure 4(b).

The spectra of figure 4 plotted in solid lines are dewaxed
by the procedure described by the flowchart of figure 2. It is
evident that this method is efficient whatever the considered
spectrum. The two methods are quite equivalent when a raw
spectrum with a strong contribution of the skin is processed,
as shown on figure 4(a). However, the proposed method
achieves a more detailed dewaxing as can be seen on the
zoom of the spectral range 910-970 cm−1 presented on figure
4(a) where the two peaks at 960 and 965 cm−1, which could
be assigned to polysaccharides content, are better estimated
by the ICA-NCLS-based method. This kind of difference can
be very useful in order to discriminate between tumoral, peri-
tumoral and normal portions of skin. When the raw spectrum
is only composed of paraffin signals, the dewaxing results in
a noise signal as can be seen on figure 4(b).

The proposed method is thus able to dewax Raman spec-
tra and allows the study of the skin signal in each acquisition
point. This method should be preferred to study paraffin-
embedded biopsies composed of different tissues such as
normal, peritumoral and tumoral tissues, which is considered
as a difficult task. The use of a classification technique on the
results obtained by the proposed method should lead to the
discrimination and localization of these different tissues.
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Figure 4: Two examples of spectra dewaxed by ICA (dashed
lines) and by the procedure described by the flowchart of fig-
ure 2 (solid lines) in a region where (a) the skin biopsy is
embedded into paraffin, (b) only the paraffin is present.

5. CONCLUSION

We have presented in this paper a complete digital dewaxing
procedure of Raman spectral images acquired on a paraffin-
embedded human skin biopsy. This procedure is composed
of a pre-processing part to correct the raw dataset from
known non-linearities. Then the corrected spectra uniquely
composed of paraffin are detected and processed by PCA
and ICA to estimate paraffin sources that are linearly mixed
into the dataset. The sources of paraffin are injected into the
NCLS method as a priori spectra of known chemical species.
NCLS estimates the positive concentrations of these sources
into the all corrected dataset. These concentrations, com-
bined with the paraffin sources, estimate a paraffin subspace
that can be subtracted from the data. The resulting dewaxed
dataset allows to access the spectra of the underlying skin in
each acquisition point, which should permit the identifica-
tion of normal, peritumoral and tumoral zones of a biopsy by
classification methods.
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